ICONIC MASTERPIECES
“BOCA DO LOBO aims for excellence. It is what determines our passion in everything we do.”

Marco Costa, Creative Director

Welcome to a world of one-of-a-kind design combining rare materials and finest craftsmanship. A precious legacy distinguished by a collection which gives rise to timeless environments.
TIME-HONOURED MASTERPIECE

Time-honoured masterpiece, the faceted Diamond is influenced by deconstructivism movement of postmodern architecture. The contemporary sideboard is conceived from wood and covered by silver leaf finished with a distinct translucent shade of amethyst and high gloss varnish on top. Two highly sculpted drawers and two doors lead to a remarkable gold leaf interior and one clear glass shelf.

DIAMOND AMETHYST sideboard

W 180 cm | 70.9" | D 60 cm | 23.6" | H 83 cm | 32.7"
Wood structure, gold leaf, silver leaf with translucent amethyst shade, high gloss varnish, hand carved feet.
Fine furniture calls for beautiful forms and one-of-kind silhouettes.
DIAMOND CHOCOLATE sideboard

W 180 cm | 70.9" D 60 cm | 23.6" H 83 cm | 32.7"

Wood structure, gold leaf, silver leaf with translucent chocolate shade, high gloss varnish.

DIAMOND BLUE sideboard

W 180 cm | 70.9" D 60 cm | 23.6" H 83 cm | 32.7"

Wood structure, gold leaf, silver leaf with translucent blue shade, high gloss varnish.
DIAMOND EMERALD sideboard

W 180 cm | 70.9” D 60 cm | 23.6” H 83 cm | 32.7”

Wood structure, gold leaf, silver leaf with translucent emerald shade, high gloss varnish.
DIAMOND PYRITE sideboard
W 185 cm | 72.8" D 60 cm | 23.6" H 90 cm | 35.4"
Stainless steel, wood, wood veneer, polished brass and casted brass, glass.

DIAMOND METAMORPHISIS sideboard
W 185 cm | 72.8" D 60 cm | 23.6" H 90 cm | 35.4"
Wood structure, hammered brass, gold leaf, black lacquered wood, polished and casted brass, glass. Bugs: Fine casted brass, with gold plated and black nickel plated finish.
“

A tribute to the darkest side of nature where challenges never seize to exist.
Time honoured masterpiece, the faceted Diamond sideboard is born as a subtle precious brown jewel with cutting-edge lines to challenge the boundaries of form. This contemporary storage sideboard is conceived from wood and covered by gold leaf finished with a translucent shade of brown with gradient effect. It features two highly sculpted drawers and three doors, leading to a remarkable gold leaf interior and one shelf. The strong geometric design is coupled with three brass plated feet with casted brass details.
DIAMOND CHOCOLATE XL sideboard

W 275 cm | 108.3” D 60 cm | 23.6” H 83 cm | 32.7”

Gold Leaf, Translucent Chocolate Gradient, Cast Brass, High Gloss Varnish.
LAPIAZ sideboard
W 220 cm | 86.6” D 50 cm | 19.7” H 82 cm | 32.3”
Polished stainless steel, wood, casted brass details, poplar root veneer.

- SIDEBOARDS
- LAPIAZ sideboard - W 220 cm | 86.6” D 50 cm | 19.7” H 82 cm | 32.3”
- GLANCE mirror - Ø 140 cm | 55.1” D 4 cm | 1.6”
- SOLEIL sconce wall lamp - W 130 cm | 51.1” D 8.5 cm | 3.3” H 40 cm | 15.7”
LAPIAZ BLACK sideboard

W 220 cm | 86.6” D 50 cm | 19.7” H 82 cm | 32.3”

Polished stainless steel, casted brass details, high gloss black lacquered wood, poplar root veneer.
PORTUGUESE HERITAGE

The hint of wander of this geometrical sideboard starts by the Azulejos panel, the traditional hand painted tiles and one of the most representative art forms of Portuguese culture. A rich legacy continues when two door open to a lined glossy gold leaf interior, and a classical ornament trim reminds the inside of churches and rich buildings. A clear glass shelf can be seen on the two individual divisions of the sideboard.
HERITAGE BLUE sideboard
W 162 cm | 63.8" D 58 cm | 22.8" H 90 cm | 35.4"
Hand Painted Tiles, Gold Leaf, Brass, Bronze Glass, Wood lacquered in white, high gloss varnish.

HERITAGE SEPIA sideboard
W 162 cm | 63.8" D 58 cm | 22.8" H 90 cm | 35.4"
Hand Painted Tiles, Gold Leaf, Brass, Bronze Glass, Wood lacquered in white, high gloss varnish.
CLASSICAL SYMPHONY

Synonym of innovation and flawless execution, Symphony is enveloped by a tubular cluster of gold plated brass tubes carefully welded with cutting edge technology. Its interior features sleek ebony veneer and boasts a smoked glass shelf. It is wrapped up by a black lacquered base and opaque black glass on top. It is methodically handcrafted by different master artisans, from specialized goldsmiths to passionate wood carving craftsmen.
SYMPHONY sideboard
W 232 cm | D 45 cm | H 95 cm | 91.3" | 17.7" | 37.4"
Gold plated brass tubes, rosewood veneer, black lacquer.

ANGRA sideboard
W 224 cm | D 66 cm | H 84 cm | 88.2" | 26" | 33.1"
Polished brass, casted brass, high gloss black lacquered wood, Sahara Noir marble, bronze mirror.
MONDRIAN WHITE sideboard
W 186 cm | 73.2" D 53 cm | 20.9" H 81 cm | 31.9"
High gloss lacquered wood, mirror, leather, casted brass handles, fabric.
Mondrian White sideboard: W 186 cm / 73.2” D 53 cm / 20.9” H 81 cm / 31.9”
MONDRIAN BLACK sideboard

W 186 cm | 73.2”  D 53 cm | 20.9”  H 81 cm | 31.9”

High gloss lacquered wood, mirror, leather, casted brass handles, fabric.
SOHO sideboard

W 140 CM | 55.1” D 48 CM | 18.9” H 90 CM | 35.4”
Lacquered wood, rosewood veneer, gold leaf, lacquered glass, mirror, brass handles and crystal, bronze glass, fabric.
PICCADILLY sideboard

W 196 cm | 77.2 " D 51 cm | 20.1 " H 83 cm | 32.7 "

Poplar wood with different finishes: colored in bright red or champagne, rosewood veneer, gilded in age gold leaf, mirror.
MAJESTIC sideboard

W 208 cm | 81.9“ D 56 cm | 22“ H 86 cm | 33.9“

Black lacquered mahogany, silver leaf in amethyst, nickel plated brass, smoked glass.

- SIDEBOARDS

MAJESTIC sideboard - W 208 cm | 81.9“ D 56 cm | 22“ H 86 cm | 33.9“  | AQUARIUS center table - Ø 90 cm | 35.4“ H 40 cm | 15.7“
An expression of exclusivity and high collectible craftsmanship outcome, the Newton editions, finished in a dramatic black lacquer and gold plated accents, carries cultural legacy while successfully move towards the future. Newton had grown from the ancient art of casting metal, where metal is heated until molten into spheres and semi-spheres shape. A revolutionary statement creation created in order to fulfil the needs of those who are looking for the best of contemporary design.

CONTEMPORARY REVOLUTION

NEWTON console
W 128 cm | 50.4” D 48 cm | 18.9” H 85 cm | 33.5”
Aluminium, black lacquer, polished textured brass, gold plated brass.
MONOCHROME GOLD console

W 202 cm / 79.6” D 54 cm / 21.3” H 87 cm / 34.3”

Molded fiberglass filled with expandable polyurethane, high gloss varnish with gold electric lacquer, black gradient tint.

BOCA DO LOBO | MONOCHROME GOLD console
MONOCHROME SILVER console

W 202 cm | 79.5" D 54 cm | 21.3" H 87 cm | 34.3"
Molded fiberglass filled with expandable polyurethane, high gloss varnish with chromium painting.

MONOCHROME PURPLE console

W 202 cm | 79.5" D 54 cm | 21.3" H 87 cm | 34.3"
Molded fiberglass filled with expandable polyurethane, high gloss varnish with purple electric lacquer.
MONOCHROME BLUE console

Dimensions: W 202 cm | 79.5" D 54 cm | 21.3" H 87 cm | 34.3"

Molded fiberglass filled with expandable polyurethane, high gloss varnish with blue electric lacquer.
STONEHENGE console
W 129 cm | 50.8" D 56 cm | 22" H 91 cm | 35.8"
Wood enveloped by hammered brass gold plated sheet, emperador marble.

METROPOLIS console
W 140 cm | 55.1" D 40 cm | 15.7" H 85 cm | 33.5"
High gloss varnish, gold leaf over particle board. Wood structure. Handles in gold plated brass.
Lapiaz console takes exceptional craftsmanship and design to a new realm. This contemporary console is masterfully covered by white and blue Azulejos, the traditional hand painted tiles, one of the most representative art forms of Portuguese culture. Its organic feature is achieved through the manual fitting of the polished brass sheet, freshly cracked to show a rich golden interior.

Finding beauty in the most unexpected places, this elegant console is inspired by authentic karst formations, a true masterpiece to bring a new contemporary verve into interior design.
LAPIAZ console
W 170 cm | 66.9" D 40 cm | 15.7" H 85 cm | 33.5"
Wood enveloped by polished stainless steel, polished brass.

LAPIAZ BLACK console - W 170 cm | 66.9" D 40 cm | 15.7" H 85 cm | 33.5"
NEWTON wall installation - W 117 cm | 46" D 12.6 cm | 4.9" H 116 cm | 45.7"
INFINITY console

W 180 cm | 70.9” D 40 cm | 15.7” H 86 cm | 33.9”

Wood, Copper leaf, Marquetry in ebony leaf, high gloss.
SINUOUS PATINA console

W 147 cm | 57.9" D 47 cm | 18.5" H 80 cm | 31.5"

Polished brass patina, gloss varnish, black glass top, black lacquer.
TRINITY SILVER console
W 118 cm | 46.5" D 40 cm | 15.7" H 87 cm | 34.3"
Mahogany wood, silver leaf, polished brass handles.

TRINITY ROSEWOOD console
W 118 cm | 46.5" D 40 cm | 15.7" H 87 cm | 34.3"
Mahogany wood, rosewood veneer, polished brass handles.
YORK BLACK console

W 140 cm | 55.1” D 40 cm | 15.7” H 90 cm | 35.4”
Mahogany structure, smoked and lacquered glass, lacquered wood with high gloss varnish, leather, casted brass handles.

YORK WHITE console

W 140 cm | 55.1” D 40 cm | 15.7” H 90 cm | 35.4”
Mahogany structure, smoked and lacquered glass, lacquered wood with high gloss varnish, leather, casted brass handles.
MELROSE dressing table
W 118 cm | 46.5” D 46 cm | 18.1” H 147 cm | 57.9”
Mahogany structure, smoked and lacquered glass, mirror, lacquered wood with high gloss varnish, leather, casted brass handles.
REMARKABLE SERIES

Born from the hands of master artisans and the ancient technique of polished cast brass, this statement design pieces incorporate nature-inspired design with industrious welding techniques, being manually assembled, making each piece unique. With delicate lines and bold details, a manually engraved top exposes the heart of a golden tree, boasting a sinuous gold plated base that stood the test of time. It is available in groups of 7, 8 or 14 pieces, with different heights, for unexpected combinations.
EDEN SERIES center tables

SET OF 7: W 160 cm | 63" D 125 cm | 49,2" H 42 cm | 16,5"
SET OF 8: W 190 cm | 74,8" D 132 cm | 52" H 42 cm | 16,5"
SET OF 14: W 230 cm | 90,6" D 140 cm | 55,1" H 42 cm | 16,5"

Polished cast brass, textured brass.
EDEN center table | Project by Jessica Jersten - New York, United States
EDEN center table

BIG: W 138 cm | 54.3" D 95 cm | 37.4" H 36 cm | 14.2"
SMALL: W 123 cm | 48.4" D 102 cm | 40.2" H 30 cm | 11.8"

Polished cast brass, textured brass.
EDEN center table

BIG: W 138 cm | 54,3" D 95 cm | 37,4" H 36 cm | 14,2" // SMALL: W 123 cm | 48,4" D 102 cm | 40,2" H 30 cm | 11,8"
Polished cast brass or aluminum, textured brass.

EDEN PATINA center table

BIG: W 138 cm | 54,3" D 95 cm | 37,4" H 36 cm | 14,2" // SMALL: W 123 cm | 48,4" D 102 cm | 40,2" H 30 cm | 11,8"
Polished cast brass patina, textured brass.
ICONIC ELEGANCE

Lapiaz center table takes exceptional craftsmanship and design to a new realm. Its organic features are achieved through the manual fitting of the polished brass sheet, and a sharp exterior finished in polished stainless steel. The hammered brass details and mirrored sides convey both dynamics and elegance.

A functional artwork conceived in three modules for unexpected combinations. Born from cold and freshly cracked to showing off the world a rich interior.
LAPIAZ POPLAR center table
W 115 cm | 45.3” D 85 cm | 33.5” H 26,5 cm | 10.4”
Polished brass and poplar root veneer.

LAPIAZ center table
W 115 cm | 45.3” D 85 cm | 33.5” H 26,5 cm | 10.4”
Polished brass and polished stainless steel.
LAPIAZ MARBLE center table

W 115 cm | 45.3” D 85 cm | 33.5” H 26.5 cm | 10.4”
Black Marble, Polished brass.

LAPIAZ TILES center table

W 115 cm | 45.3” D 85 cm | 33.5” H 26.5 cm | 10.4”
Hand painted tiles, Polished brass, wood.
LAPIAZ OVAL center table

W 115 cm | 45.2" D 70 cm | 27.5" H 33.5 cm | 13.1"
Polished brass and polished stainless steel.

LAPIAZ OVAL WALNUT center table

W 115 cm | 45.2" D 70 cm | 27.5" H 33.5 cm | 13.1"
Polished brass and walnut veneer.

LAPAZ OVAL WALNUT center table
EMPIRE WALNUT center table

W 130 cm | 51.2” H 37 cm | 14.6”
Polished brass and wood veneer.

EMPIRE POPLAR center table

W 130 cm | 51.2” H 37 cm | 14.6”
Polished brass and wood veneer.
METAMORPHOSIS center table

1x: W 81 CM | 31.8"  D 81 CM | 31.8"  H 32 CM | 12.5"  Set of 2x: W 162 CM | 63.7" D 81 CM | 31.8" H 32 CM | 12.5" Glass, gold plated brass, casted brass, marble, wood. Decorative elements in gold plated brass.
MONET PATINA center table

W 152 cm | 59.8” D 82 cm | 32.3” H 36 cm | 14.2”
Transparent acrylic. Polished casted brass or aluminium.

MONET SILVER center table

W 152 cm | 59.8” D 82 cm | 32.3” H 36 cm | 14.2”
Transparent acrylic. Polished casted brass or aluminium.
### MONET center table

152 cm x 64.6" x 82 cm x 32.3" H x 36 cm x 14.2"

- Transparent acrylic, polished casted base.
ARTFUL DESIGN

Monet is a tribute to the renowned French painter behind the Impressionism movement, an artwork turn into a contemporary side table with a modern design twist. Featuring both contrasting shapes and materials, as the unconventional compositions of the artist, the elegant side table is supported by a geometric acrylic base, allowing to capture natural light. An immersive exceptional objet, the Monet side table is perfect for cutting-edge rooms.
WAVE center table

Big: W 96 cm | 37.8" D 99 cm | 39.0" H 37 cm | 14.6" / SMALL: W 88 cm | 34.6" D 73 cm | 28.7" H 31 cm | 12.2"
Polished hammered brass, glass, wood.
WAVE WALNUT center table

BIG: W 96 cm | 37.8" D 99 cm | 39.0" H 37 cm | 14.6" / SMALL: W 88 cm | 34.6" D 73 cm | 28.7" H 31 cm | 12.2"

Walnut veneer, glass, wood.

WAVE POPLAR center table

BIG: W 96 cm | 37.8" D 99 cm | 39.0" H 37 cm | 14.6" / SMALL: W 88 cm | 34.6" D 73 cm | 28.7" H 31 cm | 12.2"

Poplar root veneer, glass, wood.
AQUARIUS GOLD center table

D 90 cm | 35.4" H 40 cm | 15.7"

Stainless steel and smoked glass.
ELEGANT FLAIR

The design of Navarra modern center table captures unique Spanish warmth and finest craftsmanship. Taking inspiration from its homeland, the Navarra coffee table brings an elegant flair into your home decoration. It is a contemporary center table composed by two square marble modules, linked by an organic marble surface element on top enveloped by casted brass. An exclusive design piece and polished choice for luxury home interiors.
Depicting nature in an innovative way, the Water Lillies series are gently brought to life in an elegant coffee table with gold surface made from cast brass with a unique textured finish. Featuring both contrasting shapes and materials, as the unconventional compositions of the artist, the contemporary coffee table is supported by a geometric acrylic base, allowing to capture natural light. An immersive exceptional objet, the Monet center table is perfect for cutting-edge living rooms.
MONET side table

W 36 cm | 14.2" D 36 cm | 14.2" H 50 cm | 19.7"

Painted cast brass, textured brass, acrylic.
EDEN side table
W 40 cm | 15.7” D 32 cm | 12.6” H 45 cm | 17.7”
Melted metal, gold brass patina, gold brass dark patina, gold brass rose patina.
ZARAGOÇA side table
Ø 38 cm | 15” H 55 cm | 21.7”
Wood, silver leaf with translucent amethyst shade, high gloss varnish.

OTTOMAN side table
Ø 45 cm | 17.7” H 65 cm | 25.6”
Wood, silver leaf with translucent blue shade, high gloss varnish.
HUDSON side table

D 40 cm | 15.7” H 45 cm | 17.7”
Mahogany wood, high gloss colored lacquer in black.

SHIELD side table

D 67 cm | 26.4” H 73 cm | 28.7”
Wood, silver leaf with citrine blue shade, high gloss varnish.
STONEHENGE side table

W 41.5 cm | 16.3” D 41.5 cm | 16.3” H 46 cm | 18.3”

Polished stainless steel, marble stone.
METAMORPHOSIS side table

W 36 cm | H 56 cm | D 36 cm | 14.1” | 22”

Glass, gold plated brass, casted brass, marble, wood. Decorative elements in gold plated brass.
NEWTON side table
D 40 cm | 15.7” H 47 cm | 18.5”
Aluminum, black lacquer, polished textured brass, gold plated brass.

LAPIAZ EBONY side table
W 46 cm | 18.2” D 46 cm | 18.2” H 55 cm | 21.6”
Wood enveloped by wood veneer, polished brass.
STONE side table
Ø 63 cm | 24.8” H 49 cm | 19.3”
Mahogany Wood, Lacquering in Black.

BROADWAY side table
Ø 63 cm | 24.8” H 42 cm | 16.5”
Polished Stainless Steel, Mahogany Wood veneer in rosewood.
FORTUNA dining table

W 230 cm | 90.6" D 133 cm | 52.4" H 76 cm | 29.9"
Polished and textured brass.

FORTUNA PATINA dining table

W 230 cm | 90.6" D 133 cm | 52.4" H 76 cm | 29.9"
Polished and textured patina brass.
FORTUNA SILVER dining table

W 230 cm | 90.6" D 133 cm | 52.4" H 76 cm | 29.9"

Polished and textured stainless steel. *Balloon not included.*
STRIKING BEAUTY

Extreme simplicity, contemporary aesthetic and seductive power: these are the characteristics reflected in each detail that make the Bonsai love at first sight. Relating to Boca do Lobo’s approach to re-adapting traditional furniture styles, and inseparably combined with innovative processes, the Bonsai Dining table boasts bold lines and character in a fantastic blend of styles and material finishes.
BONSAI POPLAR ROOT dining table

W 200 cm | 78.7” D 125 cm | 49.2” H 77 cm | 30.3”

Poplar veneer with high gloss varnish finish.
METAMORPHOSIS dining table
W 330 cm | 129.9" D 130 cm | 51.2" D 76 cm | 29.9"
Hammered polished brass, wood, walnut veneer.

EMPIRE dining table
W 300 cm | 118.1" D 120 cm | 47.2" D 77 cm | 30.3"
Hammered polished brass, wood, walnut veneer.
NEWTON BLACK dining table
W 260 cm | 102.4” D 142 cm | 55.9” H 78 cm | 30.7”
Aluminum, black lacquer, polished brass, gold plated brass.

NEWTON GOLD dining table
W 260 cm | 102.4” D 142 cm | 55.9” H 78 cm | 30.7”
Chromium painted over casted aluminum, walnut root veneer on top.
PIETRA OVAL XL dining table
W 272 cm | 107” D 125 cm | 49.2” H 76 cm | 30.3”
Available in Calacatta marble, Nero Marquina marble, Estremoz marble.

PIETRA ROUND dining table
ø 140 cm | 55.1” H 76 cm | 30.3”
Available in Calacatta marble, Nero Marquina marble, Estremoz marble.
PIETRA SQUARE dining table
W 140 cm | 54.72” D 140 cm | 54.72” H 76 cm | 30.03”
Available in Calacatta marble, Nero Marquina marble, Estremoz marble.

PIETRA OVAL dining table
W 220 cm | 86.61” D 110 cm | 43.30” H 76 cm | 30.03”
Available in Calacatta marble, Nero Marquina marble, Estremoz marble.
HERITAGE SEPIA dining table

W 300 cm (118.1") D 140 cm (55.1") H 76 cm (29.9”)

Hand-painted tiles, tempered glass, beveled mirror, polished brass.
ROYAL dining table

W 220 cm | 86.6" D 115 cm | 44.5" H 77 cm | 30.3"

Palisander veneer surface, and patchwork collage, Black lacquer.
PATCH dining table - Ø 160 cm | 62.9" H 76 cm | 29.9" | N11 chair - W 50 cm | 19.7" D 50 cm | 19.7" H 71 cm | 28"
FUNCTIONAL LUXURY

An elegant writing desk finished in timeless wood veneer and exquisite polished brass surface details. Its cracks are hand-carved and inserted through polished brass sheets, which are hand hammered for a unique and organic finish. It is composed of three drawers and hidden handles. It also contains an additional moving storage piece composed of additional three drawers. The Empire contemporary desk is a highly desirable classical piece perfect for exclusive offices and private workspaces.
MANU desk
W 180 cm | 70.9" D 75 cm | 29.5" H 77 cm | 30.3"
Mahogany, leather, lacquered glass, gold leaf.

BOULEVARD desk
W 190 cm | 74.8" D 180 cm | 70.9" H 78 cm | 30.7"
Mahogany, leather, mirror, stainless steel.
FORTUNA desk

W 199 cm | 78.3" D 113 cm | 44.5" H 77 cm | 30.3"

Wood, polished patina brass, palisander wood veneer.
AVANT-GARDE APPROACH

Iconic and unparalleled, the Pixel cabinet presents a groundbreaking work of pioneering design. Made out of 1088 triangles, the upper part plays with perception and combines exceptional materials with multi-coloured compositions from handmade leaf gilding, 10 different types of wood leafs, and lacquering. Behind its two doors, this bar cabinet surprises with a timeless combination of aged mirror and a diamond quilted blue silk fabric, containing nine interior drawers, each one with its own golden knob.
ONCE UPON A TIME…, Pixel Ceramics cabinet

W 81 cm | 32.3" D 60 cm | 23.6" H 163 cm | 64.2"

Hand painted ceramic, mirror, acrylic, silk fabric.
Limited Edition of 8 – BOCA DO LOBO x VISTA ALEGRE.

PIXEL WALNUT cabinet

W 81 cm | 32.3" D 60 cm | 23.6" H 62 cm | 16.2"

Wood veneers, gold leaf, polished brass, aged mirror, acrylic, silk fabric.
PIXEL GREEN cabinet

W 81 cm | 31.5" D 60 cm | 23.6" H 163 cm | 64.2"

Green veneers, gold leaf, polished brass, aged mirror, acrylic, silk fabric.
LAPIAZ cabinet
W 91 cm | 35.8” D 46 cm | 18.1” H 203 cm | 79.9”
Polished stainless steel or wood veneers, casted brass details, polished brass, poplar root veneers.

LAPIAZ BLACK cabinet
W 91 cm | 35.8” D 46 cm | 18.1” H 203 cm | 79.9”
High gloss black lacquered wood, hammered polished brass, casted brass details.
SYMPHONY cabinet

W 85 cm | 33.5" D 45 cm | 17.7" H 202 cm | 79.5"

Gold plated brass tubes, rosewood veneer, high gloss black lacquered wood, glass.
GUGGENHEIM cabinet

W 110 cm | 43.3"  D 49 cm | 19.3"  H 210 cm | 82.7"

Mahogany wood veneer, glass finish, poplar veneer in the interior, hand carved mirror, glass, brass handles.

GUGGENHEIM PATCH cabinet

W 110 cm | 43.3"  D 49 cm | 19.3"  H 210 cm | 82.7"

Mahogany wood veneer patch work, glass finish, poplar veneer in the interior, hand carved mirror, glass, brass handles.
D. MANUEL cabinet
W 110 cm | 43.3” H 165 cm | 65”
Mahogany, black lacquer, copper leaf, black lacquer gradient.

D. HERITAGE cabinet
W 110 cm | 43.3” H 165 cm | 65”
Mahogany, black lacquer, Azulejo (hand painted tiles), mirror.
**HERITAGE BLUE cabinet**

W 92 cm | 32.6" D 50 cm | 19.7" H 182 cm | 71.7"

Hand painted tiles, gold leaf, brass, bronze glass, high gloss varnish lacquered white wood.

**HERITAGE SEPIA cabinet**

W 92 cm | 32.6" D 50 cm | 19.7" H 182 cm | 71.7"

Hand painted tiles, gold leaf, brass, bronze glass, high gloss varnish lacquered white wood.
VICTORIA Cabinet

W 120 cm | 47.2" D 64 cm | 25.2" H 145 cm | 57.1"

Mahogany, smoked glass, lacquered black glass, high gloss varnish lacquered black and a high gloss yellow lacquer.
FOREST cabinet
W 140 cm | 55.1” D 55 cm | 21.7” H 160 cm | 63”
Black lacquer, gold leaf with translucent orange high gloss varnish, polished stainless steel.

PALACE display case
W 137 cm | 53.9” D 61 cm | 24” H 225 cm | 88.6”
Mahogany, high gloss varnish bevelled glass, smoked glass, polished brass.
OBLONG COPPER cabinet

W 91 cm | 35.8" D 46 cm | 18.1" H 203 cm | 79.9"

Chromium painted over casted aluminium, high gloss varnish lacquered black, mirror.

OBLONG GOLD cabinet

W 91 cm | 35.8" D 46 cm | 18.1" H 203 cm | 79.9"

Chromium painted over casted aluminium, high gloss varnish lacquered black, mirror.
PICCADILLY cabinet
W 110 cm | 43.3"  D 65 cm | 25.6"  H 220 cm | 86.6"
Poplar, six different finishes: colored in dark and bright emerald greens, black, gilded in age golden leaf.

PIXEL ANODIZED cabinet
W 81 cm | 31.9"  D 41 cm | 19.1"  H 166 cm | 64.4"
Wood, mirror, acrylic, different kinds of anodized aluminum.
GARRETT bookcase

W 152 cm | 59.8” D 42 cm | 16.5” H 197 cm | 77.6”

Casted Brass, Polished Brass, Marble, Walnut Root.
GARRETT bookcase
W 152cm | 59.8” D 42cm | 16.5” H 197cm | 77.6”
Casted Brass, Polished Brass, Marble, Walnut Root.
**COLECCIONISTA bookcase**

W 242 cm | 165.7” D 35 cm | 13.8” H 362 cm | 142.5”

Lacquered wood, metal, ceramics, silver leaf, copper leaf, translucent colors, Portuguese hand-painted tiles, stucco, polished brass, glass. Drawers available in different shapes and sizes.

**TOWER bookcase**

W 63 cm | 24.8” D 43 cm | 16.9” H 190 cm | 74.8”

Wood, glass.
The Filigree mirror masters one of the oldest and detailed jewellery techniques into an upscale piece of art.
FILIGREE RING mirror

W 124 cm | 48.8" D 10 cm | 3.9" H 124 cm | 48.8"
Handcrafted filigree jewellery technique in gilded gold brass, aged mirror.

RING ROUND mirror

D 120 cm | 47.2" D 12 cm | 4.7"
Gold leaf, mahogany wood with high gloss varnish lacquered black, mirror.
LUMIERE ROUND II mirror

Ø 200 cm | 78.7 in D 8 cm | 3.2 in H 200 cm | 78.7 in
Stainless Steel, Polished Hammered Brass, LED lighting strip.
**LUMIÈRE ROUND mirror**

Ø 200 cm | 78.7” Ø 103 cm | 40.9” H 220 cm | 86.6”

Glass, gold plated brass, casted brass, wood, stainless steel.

---

**LUMIÈRE RECTANGULAR mirror**

W 250 cm | 98.4” H 150 cm | 59”

Gold plated brass, stainless steel, casted brass, wood.
LUMIÈRE mirror console
W 150 cm | 59” H 250 cm | 98.4”
Glass, gold plated brass, casted brass, wood, stainless steel.

NEWTON wall installation
W 117 cm | 46” D 12.6 cm | 4.9” H 116 cm | 45.7”
Gold plated aluminum.
The D.Dinis luxury big mirror embodies the classic Parisian style in its golden detailed frame while capturing glimpses of irreverent and modern features on the surface. Fragmented mirrors burst for unexpected juxtaposition. An imposing antique gold mirror that challenges the history and cherishes it at the same time, born to be a must-have in any luxury room.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Width (in)</th>
<th>Depth (in)</th>
<th>Height (in)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>D. DINIS FRAGMENTED mirror</td>
<td>214 cm</td>
<td>72 cm</td>
<td>84.3 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEMENTO wall lamp - BIG</td>
<td>64.6 cm</td>
<td>26.2 cm</td>
<td>115 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEMENTO wall lamp - SMALL</td>
<td>52 cm</td>
<td>19.7 cm</td>
<td>115 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HERA pendant</td>
<td>47.2 cm</td>
<td>15.8 cm</td>
<td>99.7 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMPERFECTIO armchair - BIG</td>
<td>152 cm</td>
<td>54.3 cm</td>
<td>103 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDEN center table - BIG</td>
<td>152 cm</td>
<td>60.2 cm</td>
<td>119 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDEN center table - SMALL</td>
<td>152 cm</td>
<td>54.3 cm</td>
<td>103 cm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
GOLDEN STATEMENT

The Glance Mirror tells a story the crossroads of life and the reason among the chaos. The concept of a defragmented statement mirror brings out its noblest gold backdrop meticulously handcrafted from the most skilled goldsmiths. A contemporary wall mirror with a gold accent for elegant rooms, from stylish bedrooms to upscale halls or living rooms.
CONCAVE METAMORPHOSIS mirror
W 150 cm | 59" D 35 cm | 13.8" H 150 cm | 59"
Polished hammered brass, nickel bath.

CONVEX METAMORPHOSIS mirror
W 120 cm | 47.2" D 18 cm | 7.1" H 120 cm | 47.2"
Polished hammered brass concave mirror with nickel bath. Polished brass with varnish coat. Bugs: Fine casted brass, with gold plated and black nickel plated finish.
Halo is the name of a phenomenon produced by light interacting with ice crystals suspended in the atmosphere. Halos can have many forms, ranging from colored or white rings to arcs and spots in the sky. Composed by a set of three mirrors, it allows different displays and creative settings. The big mirrors with different shapes have an elegant gold frame accent, perfect for contemporary interiors and elegant rooms, from stylish bedrooms to upscale halls or living rooms.
HALO mirror - W 150cm | 59.1" D 9cm | 3.5" H 216cm | 85"

HERITAGE sideboard - W 81 cm | 31.5" D 60 cm | 23.6" H 163 cm | 64.2"
ROBIN mirror
D 120 cm | 47.2" H 15 cm | 5.9"
Polished brass with hand-made engraved texture.

ROBIN mirror - D 120 cm | 47.2" H 15 cm | 5.9"
LAPAZ console - W 170 cm | 66.9" D 40 cm | 15.7" H 85 cm | 33.5"
ANGRA mirror
W 110 cm | 43.3” D 15 cm | 5.9”
Casted brass, niquel plated stainless steel.

MAGMA mirror
W 90 cm | 35” D 6 cm | 2.3” H 100 cm | 39”
Polished casted aluminum and mirror.
LAPIAZ mirror
Ø 98.5 cm | 38.7" Ø 150 cm | 59"
Stainless steel, hammered polished brass.

METAMORPHOSIS mirror
Ø 145.5 cm | 57.2" D 22 cm | 8.6"
Stainless steel, hammered polished brass. Decorative element in cast brass. Lighting installation.
VENETO mirror

W 84 cm | 33.1” D 5 cm | 2” H 140 cm | 55.1”

Venetian bevelled mirror, black lacquer with glass.
MARIE THÉRÈSE mirror
W 105 cm | 41.3” D 9 cm | 3.5” H 222 cm | 87.4”
Electric green high gloss varnish, mahogany wood.

MARIE ANTOINETTE mirror
W 127 cm | 50” D 9 cm | 3.5” H 222 cm | 87.4”
Black gold with high gloss varnish finish on mahogany structure.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Dimensions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SOLEIL armchairs</td>
<td>W 111 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOLEIL sofa</td>
<td>W 243 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>METAMORPHOSIS center table</td>
<td>W 162 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANGRA mirror</td>
<td>Ø 110 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STONEHENGE side tables</td>
<td>W 41.5 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOLEIL sconces wall lamp</td>
<td>W 130 cm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Inspired by the spirit of the famous Cirque de Soleil, the mission of Soleil designs is to invoke, provoke and evoke. Soft, sultry curves gently embrace the sitter in the elegant vintage and contemporary verve. Except for the supreme levels of comfort, the seating collection bursts brass details which perfectly complement the elegant timeless lines.

SOLEIL armchair
W 111 cm | 43" D 103 cm | 40.6" H 68.5 cm | 26.9"
Polished brass, fabric.

DARING
COMFORT
SOLEIL sofa
W 243 cm | 95.7” D 120 cm | 47.2” H 80 cm | 31.5”
Polished brass, fabric.

ODETTE sofas
W 242 cm | 95.3” D 107 cm | 42.0” H 76 cm | 29.9”
Polished brass, fabric.
OPULENCE MEETS COMFORT

The Imperfectio Modular Sofa is the expression of unexpected aesthetic, the appeal of that which is authentic art that is truer to life. Imperfectio Sofa praises artisanal work as the ultimate form of functional yet exclusive design. Imperfectio modular sofa is composed of a linear L-shaped sofa paired with upholstered ottoman. The solid wood structure is enveloped by irregular polished brass, founded on elegant slim brass feet. Available in wide selection of natural and bright colors.

IMPERFECTIO modular sofa

L SOFA: W 200cm | 78.7” D 116cm | 45.6” H 62cm | 24.4” | OTTOMAN: W 127cm | 50” D 101cm | 39.7” H 41cm | 16.1”
Polished brass, fabric.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Width (cm)</th>
<th>Depth (cm)</th>
<th>Height (cm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Imperfectio modular sofa</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imperfectio side table</td>
<td>206</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symphony sideboard</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soleil sconce wall lamp</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>8,5</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palace display case</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>225</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
IMPERFECTIO sofa
W 226 cm | 89" D 96 cm | 37.7" H 67 cm | 26.3"
Hammered polished brass, brass patina feet, fabric.

IMPERFECTIO armchair
W 108 cm | 42.5" D 96 cm | 37.7" H 67 cm | 26.3"
Hammered polished brass, brass patina feet, fabric.
VERSAILLES sofa

W 252 cm | 99.2” D 84 cm | 33.1” H 72 cm | 28.3”

Resin/fiber, velvet, acrylic and wood. Finished with restoration techniques similar to stone.
VERSAILLES SOFA | Project by Laith Abdel Hadi - London, United Kingdom
Nº11 chair

W 50 cm | 19.7”
D 50 cm | 19.7”
H 71 cm | 28”

Solid polished brass, varnish coat, fabric.
EMPORIUM chair

W 43 cm | 16.9” D 45 cm | 17.7” H 90 cm | 35.4”
Silver plated aluminium alloy
EMPORIUM chairs
W 43 cm | 16.9” D 46 cm | 17.7” H 90 cm | 35.4”
Textured aluminium alloy.

EMPORIUM FUR chair
W 43 cm | 16.9” D 46 cm | 17.7” H 90 cm | 35.4”
Gold plated aluminium alloy, Fur.
SOLEIL chair
W 43 cm / 16.9" | D 52.5 cm / 20.6" | H 83 cm / 32.6"
Polished casted brass and Fabric
Defying the laws of physics, the Newton lighting series had grown from the ancient art of casting metal, where metal is heated until molten into semi-spheres shape. One by one, each element is joint to produce an outstanding pattern and organic structure, finished in gold plated accent. Revolutionary statement lamps are created in order to fulfill the needs of those who are looking for the best in contemporary design mixed up with exquisite details and high-quality materials.

NEWTON suspension lamp
D 70 cm | 27.6” H 130 cm | 52”
Aluminum, polished textured brass, gold plated brass. Available in different shapes.
SUPERNOVA chandelier

W 100 cm x 100 cm x 150 cm
H 39.4” x 47.2” x 55.1”
Casted brass, gold plated brass, gun black finish.
TRIPTICO suspension lamp

BIG LAMP: Ø 60 cm | 23.6” Ø 60 cm | 23.6" // MEDIUM LAMP: Ø 40 cm | 15.7” Ø 40 CM | 15.7” // SMALL LAMP: Ø 21 cm | 8.2” Ø 21 cm | 8.2”
Polished cast brass, dark brass. Dimensions per unit.

L’CHANDELIER suspension lamp

W 80 cm | 31.8” H 163 cm | 64.1”
Gold plated brass.
As the Queen of the Greek Gods, Mother of Nature and the embodiment of Honour and Maternity, Hera represents the blossom of a golden new era full of life and inspiring beauty. Defined by strong and emotional paths filled with intricate details, this mythological entity is the magical inspiration behind this lighting piece.

**NATURAL BEAUTY**

**HERA suspension lamp**

W 230 cm | 90.6" D 62 cm | 24.4" H 115 cm | 45.3"

Casted Brass, Polished Brass, Frosted Glass.
"Hera portrays the blossom of a golden new era full of life and beauty."
HERA ROUND I suspension lamp
Ø 160cm | 63.0” H 110cm | 43.3”
Casted Brass, Polished Brass, Frosted Glass.

HERA ROUND II suspension lamp
Ø 160cm | 63.0” H 150cm | 55.1”
Casted Brass, Polished Brass, Frosted Glass.
Soulful creations for present-day luxe and timeless statement.
LUMIERE wall lamp
D 30 cm | 11.8"  D 40 cm | 15.7"
Gold plated casted brass.

SOLEIL sconce
W 15 cm | 5.9"  H 40 cm | 15.7"
Casted Brass, High Gloss Black Lacquered Wood.
FILIGREE CRICKET wall lamp

W 18 cm | 7.1" | D 18 cm | 7.1" | H 22 cm | 8.7"

Handcrafted metalworking Filigree jewellery technique in silver, gold plated brass.
FILIGREE LUCANUS wall lamp

W 35 cm | 13.7"  D 16 cm | 6.3"  H 50 cm | 19.6"

Handcrafted networking Filigree jewellery technique in silver, gold plated brass.
METAMORPHOSIS sconces lamp

BIG D 29.5 cm | 11.5" D 6 cm | 2.3" SMALL D 23 cm | 9" D 5 cm | 1.9"
Gold plated brass, marble.

METAMORPHOSIS WHITE sconces lamp

BIG D 29.5 cm | 11.5" D 6 cm | 2.3" SMALL D 23 cm | 9" D 5 cm | 1.9"
Gold plated brass, marble.
CUBIC sconces lamp

BIG: W 18.5 cm | 7.3” D 15 cm | 6” H 48 cm | 18.9” / SMALL: W 17 cm | 6.6” D 15 cm | 5.9” H 43 cm | 17”
Casted brass and goldplated.

SUPERNOVA sconce lamp

W 15 cm | 5.9” D 15 cm | 5.9” H 30 cm | 11”
Gold plated brass.
NEWTON wall lamp

W 28 cm | 11“ D 14 cm | 5.5“ H 47 cm | 18.5”
Aluminum, polished textured brass, gold plated brass.

FEEL table lamp

Ø 30 cm | 11.8“ H 109 cm 42.9” / BODY: W 25 cm | 9.8“ D 20 cm | 57.9“ H 50 cm | 19.7” / SHADE: Ø 30 cm | 11.8“ H 50 cm 19.7”
Fiberglass, silver leaf and translucent varnish. Stainless steel base. Silk shade.
FUNCTION
AND GLAMOUR

Lapiaz table lamp takes exceptional craftsmanship and design to a new realm. Finding beauty in the most unexpected places, this contemporary design piece is inspired by authentic karst formations created by surface dissolution, freezing of dolomite rocks. This table lamp features a cylindrical stainless steel base with an organic feature achieved through the manual fitting of golden brass.
PLAYFUL METAMORPHOSIS

A playful and remarkable design imagined for those who appreciate the good things in life, finding beauty in the most unexpected places. An extraordinary English snooker table of 10 foot playground, founded by 8 statement designed black wood legs which portray unexpected chaos of high-end materials and unexpected casted brass black bugs and gold scorpions, for an emotional experience. With renowned Ronnie O’Sullivan cues with 9mm of diameter and a professional snooker kit, this contemporary snooker table certainly challenges the boundaries of game rooms and present day-luxe.

METAMORPHOSIS snooker

W 310 cm | 122” D 168 cm | 66.1” H 80 cm | 31.5”
Snooker Table 10 feet. Birch veneer in black matte finish, casted brass, aluminium, Brachan red cloth, pockets in leather, acrylic. Decorative elements in gold plated brass. Ronnie O’Sullivan cues with 9mm of diameter and a professional snooker kit.
METAMORPHOSIS snooker table - W 790 cm | 312" D 396 cm | 156" H 80 cm | 31.5"
ROYAL snooker

W 250 cm | 98.4” D 140 cm | 55.1” H 78 cm | 30.7”

Palisander, black lacquer, Strachan red cloth.
PALATINO SLIM display case
W 46 cm | 18.1" D 46 cm | 18.1" H 185 cm | 72.8"
Mahogany, smoked glass, black lacquer.

TIME GOES BY standing clock
W 63 cm | 24.8" D 63 cm | 24.8" H 203 cm | 79.9"
Mahogany, stainless steel, smoked glass, silver leaf in amethyst, high gloss varnish.
FRANK chest

W 82 cm | 32.3” | D 60 cm | 23.6” | H 128 cm | 50.4”

Gold leaf finished in high gloss varnish, ostrich, wood veneers, glass and copper leaf.
LAPIAZ tv cabinet
W 230 cm | 90.5" D 45.5 cm | 17.9" H 50.5 cm | 19.8"
Polished Gold Plated Brass, polished stainless steel, glass, black lacquer.

EQUATOR GOLD bar
W 60 cm | 23.6" D 60 cm | 23.6" H 115 cm | 45.3"
Mahogany, polished copper and black lacquered glass.
AVENUE folding screen

39.37 in | 100 cm | 31.9 in | 81 cm | 21.6 in | 55 cm
Ebony leaf, walnut leaf, golden leaf and steel.
Lapiaz headboard takes exceptional craftsmanship and luxury design to a new realm. The organic features of this upholstered headboard are achieved through the manual fitting of gold-polished brass into the velvet structure. A platform bed can be added under request and it can accommodate a range of mattress types.

LAPIAZ headboard
W 40cm | 15.7" D 25cm | 9.8" H 120cm | 47.2"
Wood, Foam, Upholstery, Polished Hammered Brass, Polished Brass.
LAPIAZ headboard

- W 40 cm | 15.8” D 25 cm | 9.8” H 120 cm | 47.2”
- Wood, Foam, Upholstery, Polished Hammered Brass, Polished Brass.

LAPIAZ nightstand

- W 110 cm | 43.3” D 51 cm | 20.1” H 53.5 cm | 21.1”

LAPIAZ table lamp

- Ø 40 cm | 15.8” H 91 cm | 35.8” SHADE: Ø 40 cm | 15.8” H 45 cm | 17.7” BODY: W 15 cm | 5.9” D 15 cm | 5.9” H 40 cm | 15.8”
WAVE nightstand
W 90 cm | 35.4" D 55 cm | 21.7" H 50 cm | 19.7"
Polished brass with glass top, glass, wood structure.
OPULENT CRAFTSMANSHIP

Heritage bathtub takes exceptional craftsmanship and design to a new realm. A statement bathtub covered in traditional hand-painted tiles, one of the most representative art forms of Portuguese culture, featuring a gold-painted tear finished with high gloss varnish. A sophisticated tub of high gloss black or white lacquered cast iron. Finding beauty in the most unexpected places, this contemporary design piece is inspired by authentic karst formations. A remarkable bathtub that stands out in any elegant bathroom.

HERITAGE bathtub

W 197cm | 77.6” D 93cm | 36.6” H 72cm | 28.3”

Hand-painted tiles, fiberglass, cast iron, gold paint, high gloss varnish.
Heritage bathtub - W 78" D 36.6" H 28.3"
Influenced by the California Gold Rush, the Millionaire Safe is a statement piece designed to cause an impression. Nestled in a turned brass silver plated gear-wheel mechanism, an imposing safe handle obeys the will of his master through a secret dial lock combination. The overlay door makes room for an open space lined in velvet to keep liquors or other luxury lifestyle items, and a set of lockable drawers and door. Watch winders, shelves, an extra locking system and other features are able to customize.
MILLIONAIRE BLACK safe

W 80 cm | 31.5” | D 63 cm | 24.8” | H 152 cm | 59.8”
Gold plated and black lacquered exterior, with gold plated handle and cogs. Polished brass drawers. Dial lock combination.

MILLIONAIRE SILVER safe

W 80 cm | 31.5” | D 63 cm | 24.8” | H 152 cm | 59.8”
Silver plated exterior, with gold plated handle and cogs. Polished brass drawers. Dial lock combination.
DIAMOND CREAM safe

W 82 cm | 32.3" D 67 cm | 26.4" H 160 cm | 63"
High gloss cream lacquered finish; with gold leaf interior shelf and base. Certified safe with touch-sensitive illuminated keypad. Eight rotor modular watch winder mechanism.

DIAMOND BLACK safe

W 82 cm | 32.3" D 67 cm | 26.4" H 160 cm | 63"
High gloss black lacquered finish; with gold leaf interior shelf and base. Certified safe with touch-sensitive illuminated keypad. Eight rotor modular watch winder mechanism.
MILLIONAIRE SILVER jewelry safe

W 35 cm / 13.8” D 35 cm / 13.8” H 35 cm / 13.8”
Silver plated exterior, with gold plated handle and cogs. Dial lock combination.

MILLIONAIRE jewelry safe

W 35 cm / 13.8” D 35 cm / 13.8” H 35 cm / 13.8”
Gold plated exterior, with silver plated handle and cogs. Dial lock combination.
BOHÈME safe
W 83 cm | 32.7" D 65 cm | 25.6" H 135 cm | 53.1"

Polished brass, polished hammered brass, brushed gold brass with patina, brushed gold brass.
DIAMOND black and silver watchwinder

W 26 cm | 10.2” D 25 cm | 9.8” H 20 cm | 7.9”
High gloss black lacquered finish.

DIAMOND gold and copper watchwinder

W 26 cm | 10.2” D 25 cm | 9.8” H 20 cm | 7.9”
High gloss black lacquered finish.
BOCA DO LOBO studio presents a range of product finishes with a careful selection of textured metals, wood veneers, marbles, original translucent colors, glasses, and ceramics. Endless possibilities to meet demanding personal tastes.
DEDICATED TO
Our founders, our teams, and our friends.
Thank you for everything.

BOCA DO LOBO is committed to reinterpret ancient techniques of finest craftsmanship to create unexpected pieces of contemporary design.
“With the vision to understand the past and re-interpret it through cutting edge technology and contemporary design.”
Boca do Lobo was founded in 2005, and early-on committed to reinterpret ancient techniques of fine craftsmanship to create unexpected pieces of contemporary design.

Since the pioneering SOHO collecting, presented in London, one of the world’s leading design capital, Boca do Lobo has flourished unveiling ground-breaking furniture pieces, highlighted for their irreverent design and clash of materials and technique has been at the core of the brand’s design mission.

Each creation carries the legacy of centuries of finest craftsmanship. In the workshops, talented artisans challenge and combine traditional manufacturing techniques with the latest technological methods to shape the finest materials into remarkable furniture, upholstery and lighting pieces, which gives rise to timeless cosmopolitan environments. The collections are inspired and accurately handcrafted in Portugal with attention to detail, passion for beauty and the pure dedication of skilled craftsmen and craftswomen.

The greatest design and lifestyle publications such as Architectural Digest editions, Designboom, Wallpaper*, ELLE Décor, LUXE Interiors+Design, How to Spend It or Le Monde, have featured Boca do Lobo artistic creations as a trend to follow.

Boca do Lobo has always been fascinated by the unexpected. Deeply connected with the Portuguese legacy, the brand seeks innovation, being able to deliver an unparalleled experience and fulfill the most demanding art and design lovers’ desires and needs.
The restoration of the antique arts of manual work, honouring the art of hand painted tiles, marquetry, joinery, upholstery and metalwork.
The first piece of Boca do Lobo was drawn 15 years ago, yet its story started being shaped centuries ago. Around the world, the beauty and wisdom of craftsmanship have survived throughout the times and generations, allowing the creation of soulful design pieces nowadays.

The non-settle feeling of creative minds and the meticulous effort of master artisans, gave the vision to understand the past through forgotten techniques and raw materials and interpret it through cutting-edge technology.

Boca do Lobo emotional pieces are handmade in Portugal by talented artisans who use their wisdom to combine traditional manufacturing techniques with the latest technological methods. Cabinet-makers, jewellers, soldiers, gilding painters, lacquer painters, master artisans and apprentices, work together in Boca do Lobo workshops to delivery exceptional products where no element or detail is overlooked and the human factor is treasured.

A single piece may pass along different skilled hands, and undergo several processes to conceive a unique design expression laying in Portugal’s flair in marquetry, azulejaria, joinery, upholstery, filigree, and metalwork, just to name a few. A careful enthusiasm with a new-found confidence that goes alongside a passion for the country’s strong craft heritage.

Our storytellers pursue the excellence to conceive beautiful creations of contemporary design. Every piece carries a legacy, years of growing experience and pure dedication with no boundaries to design.

A lengthy tradition of bespoke and exceptional Craftsmanship to make one-of-kind design pieces.

KNOW-HOW
In the workshops, no element or detail is overlooked and the human factor is treasured.
CUSTOMIZATION & BESPOKE SERVICES

BOCA DO LOBO studio is ready to customize a masterpiece to meet personal tastes and lifestyles. Select the interior features and adopt the final look to your own requirements. Play with different materials, colors, finishes and fabrics, dimensions and interior features.

We are ready to craft the most demanding wishes into your own masterpiece. A discreet and tailored service to convey the most personal and indulgent experience, supported by the finest craftsmanship and the passion for innovation.

The choices are endless to create a unique world.
The Art of designing and crafting exclusive pieces